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Outline

• Lyα forest, IGM Tomography & Subaru PFS 

• How can we probe the impact of feedback?


• Various Lyα statistics: Flux PDF,  1D Pk,  Flux Contrast,  2D Pk(v)



Quasar (QSO) absorption line and Ly-α forest

Springel+’05

(a beam of light from a supermassive black hole)
(rest-frame 1216Å) 

obs: Weymann+81; Cowie+95; Rauch+98 theory: Cen+94; Hernquist+96; Miralda-Escude+96;  Croft+98; Zhang+97, 98



Ly-α forest demonstration movie

Quasar

(very bright SMBH)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Bn7Ka0Tjjw


IGM tomography

Shimizu & KN;  from TMT JP Science Book 2020

Utilize numerous background star-
forming galaxies

Reconstruct baryon density field

Many Lyα forest skewers 



Tomographic Reconstruction of 3D Lyα forest absorption

CLAMATO survey   
(COSMOS Lyα mapping and tomography observations)

✏3D ⇠ 2� 5 Mpc/h

z ⇠ 2.3
g & 23 star-forming gal.

R ⌘ �

��
⇠ 1000moderate spec res.

eventually 1 deg2

24 star-forming gals (SFGs) @ z~ 2.3 - 2.8 
230 Mpc/h

~1000 SFGs (60Mpc/h)2 x 300Mpc/h

(Lee+ ’14)

Can we learn 
about feedback 

from this?



SuMIRe
• a 5+5 year survey program

• exploiting FOV ~1.5° of 8.2m Subaru

• Imaging with Hyper-SuprimeCam (HSC)

• 870M pixels

• ~20M galaxy images, 1400 sq. deg.

• 2014–2019, 300 nights

• spectroscopy with 
PrimeFocusSpectrograph (PFS) ≠ PSF

• 2400 optical fibers

• ~4M redshifts

• 2019–2023? 300 nights?

• like SDSS on 8.2m telescope!

Subaru

HSC PFS
(H. Murayama)

ma

/PFS

slide credit:

(Subaru Measurement of Images 
and Redshift)

2022~



Producing light-cone
GADGET3-Osaka cosmological simulation:  Lbox= 100 Mpc/h,   N= 2 x 5123

Light-cone @ z~2-3, 

1. No-feedback 2. Const. wind velocity  (Springel & Hernquist ’03)

3. Osaka feedback model  (Shimizu+’19)

KN+’21

w/ various models
4. FG09 vs. HM12 UVB, 　  5.  Self-shielding or not.

(but no AGN FB yet)



Line-of-sight example   (z=2.4 – 2.6) (~ 2 connected simulation box)

Various statistics can be computed from this: 1. Flux PDF, 2. 1D Pk(v), 3. Flux contrast (1D, 2D)

transmission

gas overdensity

HI overdensity

peculiar velocity

temperature

KN+’21
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Flux Contrast vs. Impact Parameter

KN+’21
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Stellar feedback is the dominant driver.
AGN subdominant.

Sorini+20

Nyx & Illustris underpredict.
Stellar FB only AGN FB

Sorini+20



cf. Chen+20

KN+’21

Turner+17

KBSS data FIRE sim

2D Velocity Structure 
Turner+’17 (KBSS):  log(τ) in color



Protocluster

KN+’21

hot X-ray  
emitting gas

temperature

gas overdensity
HI overdensity

metallicity

HI gas contributed more by 
individual galaxies 

rather than diffuse ICM

solar

@ z~2.1

Mh ∼ 1014 h−1M⊙

Rvir ∼ 1 cMpc
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Figure 12. Flux contrast around the proto-cluster shown in
Fig. 11 at z ⇠ 2 as a function of impact parameter from the
protocluster center. The blue crosses show the average flux
contrast in each radial bin, and each data point is an average
of 8 LoS with the error bar showing the min/max scatter.
The other observational data points and lines are the same
as in Fig. 5d and shown for comparison. Additionally, black
open circles are from Mukae et al. (2020), possibly indicating
quasar proximity e↵ect.

to cosmic variance within ⇠ 100h�1cMpc scale. The
redshift evolution of the flux PDF is as expected, where
the fraction of low-transmission lines increases with in-
creasing ⌧e↵ towards higher redshift. The variation of
flux PDF is not so significant due to changes in the SN
feedback model and self-shielding treatment.
The simulated 1D Ly↵ power spectra show more intri-

cate deviations from observations, and requires further
analyses to understand them. Our Fiducial model cap-
tures the higher k modes well at log k > �1.3 at z ⇠ 2.4,
but at the same time underpredict the power at interme-
diate scale of log k ⇠ �1.5, and then overpredict at the
large scale of log k < �2.5. This may have to do with the
fact that we have not tuned our thermodynamic parame-
ters (e.g. gas temperature) like the FGPA method using
N -body simulations to match the observations. Di↵er-
ent models (NoFB, CW, Shield, FG09) deviate from the
Fiducial run, but not as much to describe all the devi-
ations that we described above. In the future, we will
continue to examine the 1D Ly↵ power spectra using
higher resolution and larger box-size simulations.
Perhaps the most direct and easy to understand statis-

tics is the flux contrast ⌘F as a function of impact
parameter b from galaxies (Fig. 5). On large-scales
of b > 1h�1cMpc, we find good agreement with ob-
servational estimates and the previous result by Lukić
et al. (2015), which supports the correctness of the
⇤CDM model and the large-scale structure that it pre-

dicts. On the other hand, on small scales, we find sig-
nificant variations due to di↵erent parameters, such as
the galaxy mass, probing depth, redshift, and feedback
models. Overall our results show good agreement with
currently available observations, however, we find an
important dependence of ⌘F on galaxy stellar masses,
where more massive galaxies are surrounded by more
abundant Hi gas with higher flux contrast. If one com-
bines all the signals from all galaxies and average them
over, then the stronger signal from more massive galax-
ies (M? � 1011 M�) is diluted by that of lower mass
galaxies, and the flux contrast appears to be reduced in
the proximity of galaxies.
We also see some (but not so significant; ⇠ 20� 30%)

variations in ⌘F on small scales depending on the physi-
cal treatment of feedback, self-shielding of gas, star for-
mation, and UVB. It is somewhat counter-intuitive that
the No-FB run has the lowest contrast, which is prob-
ably because much of the cold gas is consumed by star
formation in the high-density galactic center. The CW
run is the second lowest, owing to its e�cient removal
of gas from galactic potential with strong galactic wind.
The Fiducial and the Shield model have about the same
level of ⌘F on small scales. The FG09 run has the high-
est level of ⌘F relative to the HM12 model in the Fidu-
cial run. While these deviations are interesting to dis-
cuss, the variation due to galaxy stellar mass and the
probed path length (�v) is larger than that due to dif-
ferent feedback models. The redshift evolution of ⌘F is
not so strong during z = 2 � 3, but clearly the contrast
at z = 3 is higher than that at z = 2 at all scales of
100 ckpc < b < 20 cMpc due to higher ⌧e↵ . We find
strong flux contrast around a proto-cluster at z ⇠ 2
in our simulation, which is comparable to that for the
galaxies withM? � 1010�1011 M� (Fig. 12). This result
certainly lends support for finding more proto-clusters
via Hi tomography and massive galaxies associated with
it.
The cross-correlation between galaxies and Hi ab-

sorbers shows expected trends. For example, the higher
EW sample is more correlated with galaxies than the
lower EW sample, because more neutral Hi gas is ex-
pected to be closer to the galaxies. More massive
galaxies have stronger CCF signal on larger scales of
> 500 ckpc, but the signal becomes noisy at smaller
scales. The redshift evolution of CCF signal is not so
strong, but we do see that it is stronger at z = 2 than at
z = 3 at least on larger scales of > 1 cMpc, as the cos-
mic structure develops and galaxy clustering becomes
stronger. Our 2D CCF result (Fig. 9) shows the finger0-
of-god feature similarly to Turner et al. (2017), but it
would require a transverse resolution of < 1 cMpc res-

Flux contrast of a protocluster

KN+’21

cf. Prochaska+13; Lee+14; Cai+16, 17; Liang+20; Miller+19

Mukae+’20
MAMMOTH QSO region
proximity effect?

Consistent w/ Sorini+’18

asymptote to  
cosmic IGM

→ support for ΛCDM
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Summary

• Ly𝛼 absorption flux contrast  &  IGM tomography —          
useful probe of feedback in the CGM/IGM 

• 2D velocity structure could reveal gas dynamics in CGM


• AGN feedback effect — needs to be studied more.


• Proto-cluster flux contrast  → PFS, ELT/TMT,  FOREVER22
Yajima+’21

KN+21, ApJ, 916, 66


